List of various possibilities of neighbourhood students to teach them

1. K. Janakiraman
   I. Me and Gayathiri have WhatsApp group for last year 8th std students – 18 nos
   II. Neighbourhood 10 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions

2. Gayathiri
   i. Neighbourhood 6 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions
   j. And WhatsApp group shared with Janakiraman
3. Poongothai
   i. Neighbourhood 12 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions

4. Periyapalayatha
   i. Neighbourhood 6 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions

5. Vijayalakshmi
   i. Neighbourhood 10 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions
6. Sivagami
   i. Neighbourhood 5 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions

7. Dharani
   i. Neighbourhood 4 nos of students from different standards through telephone and direct instructions

****We all are looking forward from school HM side, if she/he forms or assigns any wattsapp group, we are ready to work on that.

8. Rajarajan – Nil
9. Saravanan – Nil